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The Malaysia Leisure Market  

 

Australia and Malaysia share historical links including education from the days of the Colombo Plan.  From the 1950s 
onwards, Malaysians came to Australia to study with many choosing to stay after graduation. As Malaysia's 
affluence has increased, more students come to study as self-financed students. In 2012, there were almost 22,000 

enrolments from Malaysian students making them the fifth largest student market to Australia.  
 

There were 137 690 Malaysian-born people living in Australia as at the end of June 2011, 29 per cent more than 30 
June 2006. This makes Malaysia the ninth largest migrant community in Australia, and 2.3 per cent of Australia’s 
overseas born population. The states with the highest proportion of Malaysian born residents in Australia are 
Victoria (34%), NSW (24%) and Western Australia (22%). 
 
Malaysians have enjoyed rising levels of income due to their country’s strong economic performance in recent 
years. Euromonitor, an international research company, reported recently that the average Malaysian still tends to 
view overseas holidays as extravagant, due to their weaker currency thus lower purchasing power in many 
destinations. Malaysians therefore save for overseas trips well in advance.  
 
Australia ranks eighth in all outbound destinations for Malaysians and fifth in ‘out of region ‘destinations (i.e. 
excluding South East Asia and the Middle East). 
 
The introduction of budget air travel in Malaysia however has dramatically changed the landscape of domestic and 
international tourism. Budget airlines, such as AirAsia X, Tiger Air and Jetstar Asia, have begun offering consumers 
affordable flights to Australia.  
 
New South Wales is well placed to attract more Malaysian leisure travellers now that AirAsia X has launched their 
Kuala-Lumpur-Sydney service in April 2012, with the daily service increasing competition on the route. Average 
airfares continue to decline and remain well below the peaks prior to GFC in late 2008. The 35% increase in seats 
from Malaysia to Sydney in year-end October 2012 came solely from the introduction of Air Asia X services from 
Kuala Lumpur to Sydney. 
 
The main holiday period for Malaysians is during the annual school holidays in November and December. In 
addition, the peak travel periods to Australia are Chinese New Year, Hari Raya (August) and other school holidays 
(May to June, and August). Travel is usually booked just before these periods. 
 
 
 
 

Figures for this factsheet are from Tourism Research Australia’s International Visitor Survey  
for the year ended December 2012. For the purpose of this factsheet the ‘Malaysia leisure market’  
has been defined as those visitors from Malaysia whose purpose of visit is for Holiday or for Visiting  
Friends and Relatives. This recognises the overlapping nature of Holiday and VFR travel across 
 a range of trip characteristics. Comparisons to the “overall leisure market” or the  
“average leisure market visitor” in this factsheet are made using the same combination  
of purpose of visit. 
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The Malaysia Leisure Market to Australia – key statistics for the year ended December 
2012 

 

In 2012:  

 237,000 Malaysian leisure visitors came to Australia – 82% of all Malaysian visitors; 

 They stayed 7.2 million nights - 38% of all Malaysian visitor nights. 

For Australia as a whole, the size of the Malaysia leisure market in 2012 was just below 193,500 visitors. This was 
14% more than in 2011 and more than the 6% increase achieved by the overall leisure market, largely due to 
Malaysians’ rising incomes and improved aviation capacity to our country. The Malaysian leisure market to 
Australia is now 43% bigger than it was five years ago. The Malaysia leisure market spent just over 2.7 million 
nights in Australia in 2012, an increase of 15% compared with 2011 and up 42% compared with five years ago. 

Not surprisingly, Victoria, NSW and Western Australia are the states where the most Malaysian born residents live 
and also attract the most visitors and nights from the Malaysian leisure market. Victoria hosted overnight stays for 
41% of the Malaysian leisure market in 2012. NSW was the second most visited State (27%) and Western 
Australia third with a 26% share, while Queensland (18%) was the only other state to attract any sizable share. 
From a nights perspective Victoria had a 33% share while NSW achieved a 22% share. Western Australia also did 
well from this market with a 25% share while Queensland’ share was 13%.  

The Malaysia leisure market’s average length of stay in Australia was 14 nights, less than the average length of 
stay for all leisure visitors to Australia (27 nights). Malaysia leisure visitors had an average length of stay of 11 
nights in NSW less than the average length of stay for all leisure visitors to NSW (16.7 nights) 

The Malaysia Leisure Market to NSW  

 

The Malaysia leisure market visiting NSW in 2012 was dominated by unaccompanied travellers (46%). Friends/and 

or relatives travelling together accounted for 19% of the market followed by ‘family group - parent(s) and children’ 
(17%) and adult couples 15%. In comparison to the overall leisure market to NSW, the Malaysian leisure market 
was less likely to be ‘unaccompanied travellers’ (46% vs. 50%), or ‘adult couples’ (15% vs. 24%) however they 
were somewhat more likely to be travelling as ‘family groups’ (17% vs.12%).  
 
Malaysia leisure market visitors to NSW in 2012 were more likely to be female than male (52% vs. 48%).  
 
The largest age segments for Malaysian leisure visitors were ‘15-29 years’ and ‘45-59 years’, each a third of the 
market. Following this was the ‘30 - 44 years’ segment (24%). The ‘60 years+’ segment was only 9% of the market. 
Compared to the overall leisure market to NSW the Malaysia leisure market was a little older with 42% aged ‘45 
years or over’ vs. 38%, although most Malaysians in this segment were aged in the 45-59 years. 
 
The Malaysia leisure market to NSW was even more likely than the leisure market overall to arrive in Australia 
without package arrangements (93% and 80% of visitors respectively). 
 
Malaysia leisure market visitors to NSW were less likely to be on their first visit to Australia (38%) compared to the 
overall leisure market to NSW (52%). 
 
Malaysia leisure market visitors to NSW in 2012 were just as likely to stay with ‘friends and relatives’ (46%) as 
staying in a ‘hotel, resort, motel, motor inn’ accommodation (41%). Other accommodation types were insignificant. 
Choice of accommodation is similar when compared to the average for the leisure market to NSW where 47% 
stayed in ‘hotel, resort, motel, motor inn’ accommodation and 39% stayed with ‘friends or relatives’.  
 
When analysed as a percentage of nights spent in types of accommodation ‘staying with friends and relatives’ 
accounts for 73% of Malaysia leisure market nights in NSW while ‘Hotel, resort, motel, motor inn’ accommodation 
constituted only 14% of their nights in NSW.  
 
In terms of the type of transport used between stopovers, the Malaysia leisure market has a similar use of a ‘private 
or company car’ (28%) as the leisure market to NSW in general (30%). Air travel as a means of transport in NSW is 
a little less used (27% Malaysia leisure market vs. 33% for the leisure market to NSW overall). The Malaysia leisure 



  

market visitor was a little more likely than the leisure market to NSW in general to use local public transport (19% 
vs. 14%). 
 
Sixty eight per cent of the Malaysia leisure market visitors to NSW visited the Blue Mountains in 2012, primarily 
taken as a daytrip from Sydney. This is also true of the NSW leisure market in general; although the percentage is 
lower (55%). ‘Wollongong/South Coast’ was the other place in NSW visited by the Malaysia leisure market in 2012 
primarily for a daytrip with the same rate of visitation as for the leisure market to NSW in general (15% each). 
 
Compared to the leisure market to NSW overall, the Malaysia leisure market was more likely to visit the Sydney 
Opera House, Darling Harbour and Chinatown.  Attractions and tourist precincts in Sydney visited by the Malaysia 
leisure market in 2012 are compared to the overall leisure market to NSW in the table below. 
 

Attraction/location 

Malaysia Leisure 

visitors to NSW 

Overall leisure 

visitors to NSW 

 

    Sydney Opera House 87% 77% 

 Darling Harbour 83% 69% 

 Chinatown/Haymarket 77% 48% 

 Sydney Harbour Bridge 76% 71% 

 The Rocks 52% 48% 

 Bondi 43% 46% 

 Royal Botanical Gardens 35% 38% 

 Manly 34% 34% 

 Kings Cross 26% 28% 

 Sydney Aquarium 24% 21% 

 

    
 

 

Both the Malaysia leisure market and the leisure market in general had very high participation rates in activities 
which involved a social element (98% of Malaysia leisure vs. 97% overall). The participation rates for ‘Local 
attractions/Tourist activities’ was also similar (84% Malaysia leisure vs. 79% overall) as was that for 
‘Outdoor/Nature’ (80% vs. 84%) and the activities involving ‘arts/heritage’ (61% vs. 62%).  
 
Members of the Malaysia leisure market were, however, far less likely to engage in activities involving ‘active 
outdoor/sports’ than the general leisure market (14% Malaysia leisure vs. 36% overall). There was also a gap 
between the participation rate in ‘indigenous culture activities’ (8% Malaysia leisure vs. 19% overall). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

The Malaysia leisure market has a clear preference for ‘shopping’ and ‘markets’ however much less interest in 
going to the beach when compared to the overall leisure market to NSW. The top ten activities undertaken by the 
Malaysia leisure market compared to the overall leisure market to NSW is shown in the table below. 
 

Activity 

Malaysia Leisure 

visitors to NSW 

Overall leisure 

visitors to NSW 

   Eat out / dine at a restaurant and/or café 87% 87% 

Go shopping for pleasure 85% 79% 

Sightseeing/looking around 74% 78% 

Go to markets  68% 52% 

Go to the beach (incl. swimming, surfing, 
diving) 59% 73% 

Visit wildlife parks / zoos / aquariums 44% 45% 

Visit history / heritage buildings, sites or 
monuments 44% 42% 

Visit national parks / State parks 41% 53% 

Visit botanical or other public gardens 39% 46% 

Visit museums or art galleries 34% 38% 

 
Similar to the leisure market to NSW overall, the Malaysia leisure market had a clear preference for using the 
Internet. Their use of information sources to plan their trip to Australia was very similar to the leisure market 
generally. A comparison of the main information sources used by the Malaysia leisure market and overall leisure 
market to NSW is set out in the table below. 
 
 
 

Information sources used to plan a trip to 

Australia 

 
Malaysia Leisure 
visitors to NSW 

Overall leisure 
visitors to NSW 

   Internet 51% 48% 

Friend or relative living in Australia 38% 32% 

Previous visit(s) 21% 17% 

Travel Agent 15% 19% 

No information obtained 9% 10% 

Airline company 8% 2% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

The Malaysia leisure market was more likely to use the internet to look for airfares/schedules for travel to Australia 
and to find out about accommodation than the overall leisure market to NSW. However, they were less likely to use 
the Internet to find out about Australia after they had decided to visit. The comparison between the Malaysia leisure 
market and overall leisure market to NSW is set out in the table below.  
 

Reasons for using the Internet when 

planning a trip to Australia 

Malaysia Leisure 

visitors to NSW 

Overall leisure 

visitors to NSW 

   

To look for airfares or air schedules for travel 
to Australia 66% 51% 

To find out about accommodation in Australia 48% 40% 

To help plan your Australian trip itinerary 43% 46% 

To find out more about Australia after you 
decided to visit 40% 53% 

To find out about events or activities within 
Australia 34% 32% 

To look for airfares or air schedules for travel 
within Australia 27% 22% 

To help plan other transport options within 
Australia (e.g.  car rental, public transport, 
etc.) 23% 23% 

To organise Visas and travel insurance 
relating to this trip to Australia 23% 31% 

To help decide whether or not to visit Australia 7% 14% 

To find a travel agent for Australia 3% 9% 

 
 
The Malaysia leisure market was far more likely to use the internet to pre-book elements of their travel prior to 
arrival. For the Malaysia leisure market, this was 72%; 24 per cent higher than the overall leisure market to NSW 
(48%). The table below shows what was booked via the internet as a percentage of those who used the internet to 
book an element of their trip. 
 

Items pre-booked using the internet 

Malaysia Leisure 

visitors to NSW 

Overall leisure 

visitors to NSW 

   International airfare 88% 78% 

Accommodation 53% 47% 

Domestic airfare 24% 24% 

Visa 22% 26% 

Vehicle rental 7% 10% 

 

Three quarters of the Malaysian leisure market used the Internet during their trip in Australia vs. 70% of the overall  
leisure market to NSW. They accessed the internet during their trip using three main devices; smartphone (55%),  
PC in accommodation (33%), Netbook/laptop (31%) and iPad (19%). 
 



  

Twenty seven per cent of Malaysians said they used some type of mobile device such as a smart phone to access 
information during their trip in Australia. Hand held mobile devices were used to find the following types of 
information; maps (70%), destination guides (34%), attraction guides (30%), transport timetables (35%), restaurant 
guides (30%) and event guides (15%). 
 
Facebook is the clearly preferred type of social media to use before the trip and indeed during the trip. Google Plus 
is also used both before and during the trip however it is a distant second after Facebook. Malaysian leisure visitors 
to NSW have a higher use of social media for their trip compared to the leisure market to NSW generally. 
 

 

 Social media used before trip Social media used during trip 

 Malaysia 
Leisure visitors 

to NSW 

Overall leisure 
visitors to 

NSW 

Malaysia 
Leisure visitors 

to NSW 

Overall leisure 
visitors to 

NSW 
     

Facebook 79% 62% 69% 61% 

Google Plus 20% 23% 19% 18% 

Twitter 16% 8% 16% 8% 

None 12% 10% 24% 24% 

Youtube 11% 14% 12% 12% 

Tripadvisor 10% 12% 9% 8% 

 

The Malaysia leisure market was more likely to use social media to share their trip with others both during (53% vs. 
45%) and after (63% vs. 56%) their trip than the overall leisure market to NSW. 

More information  

For more information and statistics about international visitors to NSW see the NSW snapshots under Tourism - 
Research & Reports on the Destination NSW Corporate website at www.destinationnsw.com.au 

 

 

http://www.destinationnsw.com.au/
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